
Students complete this individually and in silence

Teacher takes answers using whole class call and response

Teacher takes answers using targeted questions

Students tick and correct their work 

Teacher explains and students listen (‘pens down’ 
recommended)

Students discuss in pairs

Teacher calls on selected students to share their work 
(reading aloud/use of visualiser/mini whiteboards)



Lesson 2Lesson outline

This lesson is on the following topics:

(For teacher use)
Te
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n

Part of 
lesson

Mastery Focus Suggested
Timings

Do Now Recap structure and sequence of Baddiel
article

10 minutes

Part A Examine parts of Baddiel’s article: each 
section sustains the argument for at least a 
paragraph. Identify examples where this is 
done well and poorly. Re-write the under-
developed section(s). 

6-10 minutes

Part B Pronouns. Look at ‘them’ / ‘they’ pronoun. 
Practise using examples. Edit the Baddiel
article to make sure pronouns are used 
correctly. 

6-10 minutes

Part C Fix the errors

Correct the errors in the Churchill 
autobiography

6-10 minutes

Multiple Choice Question 5 minutes



Potential Grammar Misconceptions

Part Potential Misconception Suggested response

Part B -Students might confuse when to use 

“they” and “them”. They might try and use 

“they” as an object or “them” as a 

subject. 

-Remind students: use “they” when it shows 

a group or thing doing something. Use 

“them” when it shows a group or thing 

having something done to them. 

Te
a

c
h

e
r 

In
fo

rm
a

ti
o

n
(For teacher use)



‘There's nothing creative 
or individual about 
robotic entrance exams’

Extension: Is there more than one way Baddiel could have 

structured his article? How? Why?

D
o

 N
o

w
Tuesday, 05 April 2022

Place the parts of David Baddiel’s

argument in the correct sequence.

a) He explained why people might disagree with his thesis, and 

explain why these people are wrong. 

b) He outlined a situation as it currently exists (the status quo).

c) He concluded his point.

d) He told a story that supports his thesis. 

e) He gave more evidence to support his thesis. 

f) He stated his thesis.



D
o

 N
o

w
Here is how David Baddiel structured his article. 

b) He outlined a situation as it currently exists (the 

status quo).

f) He stated his thesis.

d) He told a story that supports his thesis. 

e) He gave more evidence to support his thesis. 

a) He explained why people might disagree with his 

thesis, and explain why these people are wrong. 

c) He concluded his point.



Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g A few years ago – lured by amazing results and the headmaster’s inspirational 
speech about the emphasis on identity, creativity and non-academic 
achievement – we put our daughter in for the entrance exam at a local state 
selective girls’ school. It ruined her summer that year, as she spent most of her 
holiday with her nose stuck to the grindstone when she should have been out 
enjoying herself. 

She did, eventually, get her head around answering those dry, brain-twisting 
questions and she seemed fairly confident. But she came out of the actual exam 
in tears. The atmosphere in the room had been so pressurised and so stiflingly 
competitive that she’d cracked up and not finished her paper. It made me feel 
terrible about having put her through that tortuous, soul-crushing process in the 
first place. 

Here, David Baddiel sustains his 
point – about the damage 
entrance exams did to his 
daughter – over two paragraphs. 



Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g

I knew that entrance exams were a terrible idea when 

I saw the terrible stress and upset it caused my son 

when he sat them last summer. 

In this example, the writer has not 

sustained their argument over a 

paragraph. They have finished 

their idea in just one sentence. 



Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g I’m told some selective schools are changing. The Consortium of 

Selective Schools in Essex has scrapped the verbal reasoning paper and 

replaced it with an exam more in line with the national curriculum. But 

most of them still stick with the box-ticking tests they’ve been using for 

years. And none of them have found a way of establishing entrance 

criteria that might evaluate and appreciate, say, idiosyncrasy or lateral 

thinking or wit or emotional intelligence. All the things that do, in fact, go 

into making fully-realised human beings. 

Here, David Baddiel sustains his 
point over a paragraph. He 

explains why people who 
disagree with his thesis are wrong. 



Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g The entrance exams cause unnecessary stress to children, and they do 

not deserve to be placed under such pressure. There is also no evidence 

to show that the exams are able to select the best students. I attended a 

non-selective school when I was a child, and I have still been happy and 

successful in my life. The classrooms and sports fields at selective schools 

may seem nicer, but the quality of teaching at regular, non-selective 

schools is often just as good, if not better. 

In this example, the writer has not 

sustained their argument over a 

paragraph. They have written 

about lots of different ideas in one 

paragraph. One idea is not 

sustained. 



Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Read the three examples of writing.

1. Which examples sustain an idea over a paragraph?

2. Which examples do not?



Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Read the three examples of writing.

1. Which examples sustain an idea over a paragraph?

2. Which examples do not?

Example 1: This is good. It sustains the argument across 

a paragraph. It gives a personal story and shows how 

selective exams are hurtful in detail.

Example 2: This is not a good paragraph. It does not 

sustain an idea across a whole paragraph.

Example 3: This is not a good paragraph. It explores 

lots of different ideas in one paragraph. One idea is 

not sustained. 

Page 
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Part A

When you are writing an argument, it is important to 

sustain your point over at least one paragraph. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g In pairs, fix examples 2 and 3.

Take the ideas from these two examples and turn them 
into one great paragraph. 



Part B

We have already looked at how using pronouns can 

make your writing clearer and easier to read. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Jane and Mark went to the beach. Mark got sunburnt. 

Jane and Mark went to the beach. He got sunburnt. 

As there is a man and woman in this sentence, we can 

change ‘Mark’ to ‘he’:



Part B

We have already looked at how using pronouns can 

make your writing clearer and easier to read. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Aisha and Liza took a frisbee to the park. She threw it 

to her dog. 

There are two women in this sentence. The words ‘she’ 

and ‘her’ are unclear. We cannot use pronouns here. 

Aisha and Liza took a frisbee to the park. Liza threw it 

to Aisha’s dog. 



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g At selective schools, one thing you will always get is a 

speech from the headteacher about how results are 

important to them. 

In this sentence, what does ‘them’ refer to?

Luke Skywalker Princess Leia Han Solo



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g At selective schools, one thing you will always get is a 

speech from the headteacher about how results are 

important to them. 

In this sentence, what does ‘them’ refer to?

Luke Skywalker Princess Leia Han Solo



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g But the tests are also about as far as they could be 

from encouraging individuality and original thinking.

In this sentence, what does ‘they’ refer to?

Luke Skywalker Princess Leia Han Solo



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g But the tests are also about as far as they could be 

from encouraging individuality and original thinking.

In this sentence, what does ‘they’ refer to?

Luke Skywalker Princess Leia Han Solo



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Some schools make a point of detailing the emphasis 

they place on interviewing potential pupils to find out 

more about them. 

In this sentence, what does ‘them’ refer to?

Luke Skywalker Princess Leia Han Solo



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Some schools make a point of detailing the emphasis 

they place on interviewing potential pupils to find out 

more about them. 

In this sentence, what does ‘them’ refer to?

Luke Skywalker Princess Leia Han Solo



Part B

We can also use other pronouns to identify people, 

groups, places, things, ideas:

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g Read through the adapted paragraphs from David 

Baddiel’s article. 

Edit the paragraphs so that they use ‘they’ and ‘them’ 

clearly and accurately.

Page 
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But the tests are also about as far as they could be from 

encouraging the individuality and original thinking these schools 

say the tests they foster. Some schools make a point of detailing 

the emphasis the schools they place on interviewing potential 

pupils to find out more about the children them as people. But 

without fail, each child still has to get to a certain level in the 

terrible tests to be interviewed. 

I’m told some selective schools are changing. The 

Consortium of Selective Schools in Essex has scrapped the verbal 

reasoning paper and replaced it with an exam more in line with 

the national curriculum. But most of the schools them still stick with 

the box-ticking tests the schools they have been using for years. 

And none of these schools them have found a way of 

establishing entrance criteria that might evaluate and 

appreciate, say, idiosyncrasy or lateral thinking or wit or 

emotional intelligence. All the things that do, in fact, go into 

making fully-realised human beings.

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g



Part C

Fix up the errors in these paragraphs. Pay attention to 

pronouns and run-on sentences.

The paragraphs are from Winston Churchill's 

autobiography. He describes his experience of sitting 

entrance exams.  

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g
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These examinations were a great trial to me. The subjects which 

were dearest to the examiners were those I was the weakest at. I would 

have liked to have been examined in history poetry and writing essays. 

The examiners, on the other hand, were partial to Latin and 

mathematics. I was unable to suggest a satisfactory answer to any of the 

questions which they asked on both of these subjects. I should have liked 

to be asked to say what I knew the questions always tried to ask what I 

did not know. This sort of treatment had only one result: I did not do well 

in examinations.

This was especially true of my entrance examination to Harrow. 

The headmaster, Dr. Welldon, took a broad-minded view of my Latin 

piece. This was more remarkable because I was unable to answer a 

single question in the Latin paper. I wrote my name at the top of the 

page I wrote down the number of the question “1”, but after that, I 

could not think of anything connected to the question that was either 

relevant or true. I gazed for two whole hours at this sad, empty page and 

then merciful examiners collected my piece of paper with all the others 

and carried my piece of paper up to the headmaster’s table. From this, 

Dr. Welldon drew the conclusion that I was worthy to pass into Harrow. It 

is very much to Dr. Welldon’s credit. It showed that Dr. Welldon was a 

man capable of looking beneath the surface of things I have always 

had the greatest regard for him.

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g



These examinations were a great trial to me. The subjects which 

were dearest to the examiners were those I was the weakest at. I would 

have liked to have been examined in history, poetry and writing essays. 

The examiners, on the other hand, were partial to Latin and 

mathematics. I was unable to suggest a satisfactory answer to any of the 

questions which they asked on both of these subjects. I should have liked 

to be asked to say what I knew. the questions They always tried to ask 

what I did not know. This sort of treatment had only one result: I did not 

do well in examinations.

This was especially true of my entrance examination to Harrow. 

The headmaster, Dr. Welldon, took a broad-minded view of my Latin 

piece. This was more remarkable because I was unable to answer a 

single question in the Latin paper. I wrote my name at the top of the 

page. I wrote down the number of the question “1”, but after that, I 

could not think of anything connected to the question that was either 

relevant or true. I gazed for two whole hours at this sad, empty page and 

then merciful examiners collected my piece of paper with all the others 

and carried my piece of paper it up to the headmaster’s table. From this, 

Dr. Welldon drew the conclusion that I was worthy to pass into Harrow. It 

is very much to Dr. Welldon’s his credit. It showed that Dr. Welldon he was 

a man capable of looking beneath the surface of things. I have always 

had the greatest regard for him.

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g



a) The newsreader holistic the day’s news from across 

the globe.

b) After arriving in London, Oliver said that he wanted 

to see the holistic of the city. 

c) The professor didn’t want to focus on just one of 

Shakespeare’s plays; she wanted to give students 

a holistic overview of all of his plays. 

d) On August 18, the students nervously arrived at 

schools to receive holistic of their exam results. 

e) Holistic of the teachers were proud of the students 

performing in the school production.

M
a

st
e

ry
Which sentence uses the word holistic accurately?



a) The newsreader holistic the day’s news from across 

the globe.

b) After arriving in London, Oliver said that he wanted 

to see the holistic of the city. 

c) The professor didn’t want to focus on just one of 

Shakespeare’s plays; she wanted to give students 

a holistic overview of all of his plays. 

d) On August 18, the students nervously arrived at 

schools to receive holistic of their exam results. 

e) Holistic of the teachers were proud of the students 

performing in the school production.

R
e
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Which sentence uses the word holistic accurately?



a) Exams are stressful, but this stress can bring out the 

best in people.

b) The stress of exams help prepare students for the 

pressures of working to deadlines in later life.

c) Exams cause young people a lot of stress.

d) Although examinations are stressful, the satisfaction 

of doing well in them is incredible and makes the 

stress worth it. 

e) Some students do not show their full potential in an 

exam situation. 

M
a

st
e

ry
The stress of examinations is good for young people. It 

helps to build children into strong characters. 

What would be good theses to argue 
for (in favour of) this statement?



a) Exams are stressful, but this stress can bring out the 

best in people.

b) The stress of exams help prepare students for the 

pressures of working to deadlines in later life.

c) Exams cause young people a lot of stress.

d) Although examinations are stressful, the satisfaction 

of doing well in them is incredible and makes the 

stress worth it. 

e) Some students do not show their full potential in an 

exam situation. 

R
e

v
ie

w
The stress of examinations is good for young people. It 

helps to build children into strong characters. 

What would be good theses to argue 
for (in favour of) this statement?
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Love the lesson? Have some suggestions for 

improvements? Noticed a mistake or an error?

Please let us know!

Click here to provide some quick feedback on the lesson

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u

